
HEDGER CONSTRUCTIONS

HILLSIDE BLISS
A LUXURY COUNTRY COUPLES’ RETREAT

Located on a sloping block in the foothills of the Cathedral Ranges, this four-bedroom luxury retreat was designed to be 
the ultimate couple’s getaway. Tasked with creating a simple and low-maintenance build in an idyllic bush setting, Hedger 
Constructions has certainly delivered on a home that fits this brief while still maintaining a captivating contemporary look.

Designed as three separate pavilions connected by glass link-ways, the dwelling features earthy tones and materials to 
reflect the surrounding landscape and delineate each space. Angular shapes and unexpected pops of colour throughout the 
interior are used to brighten the home and add a contemporary and artistic feel.

The home has been carefully considered by this expert team to accommodate for whatever needs a visiting couple may 
require. The space is cosy and comforting, yet still leaves plenty of room to entertain. Large sliding doors either side of 
the living area allow the space to be opened and practically doubled for outdoor entertaining on the spacious curved deck.

Cut into the hillside, the home was oriented to maximise both thermal comfort and to frame views, blending effortlessly 
into the surrounding landscape. The gorgeous, pitched roof is accented by exposed black fixing plates, creating contrast in 
the bright space, and drawing the eyes to the elegant, tapered fireplace covered in textural handmade tiles with a floating 
concrete hearth. 

Surrounding the fireplace, cream mosaic tiles bleed into the beautiful natural timber floorboards. This intriguing mix of 
elements is unique and stylish, embracing natural materials while injecting modern contemporary techniques.

The bathrooms of this statement home are equally as luxurious, with curved walls covered in textural Moroccan tiles. 
Bespoke concrete basins create an industrial edge and are complemented by brass tapware and custom black steel-framed 
mirrors with concealed storage.

This stylish custom home is understated, yet highly detailed, enabling it to sit in harmony with the rural surroundings, but 
feel truly contemporary in design. The perfect blend of country oasis and modern luxury comes together in this timeless 
couples’ retreat.
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With over 30 Master Builders Association Awards to date, including multiple Regional Builder of the Year wins, it’s easy to 
see how Hedger Constructions have built a reputation as one of Victoria’s best custom home builders. Specialising in luxury 
custom homes, Hedger Constructions are redefining modern living with homes that transcend the traditional. 

Every Hedger Constructions home is masterfully crafted with a considered approach toward innovative and sustainable 
design, and this new Thornton residence is no exception. Hedger Constructions service Metropolitan Melbourne, North East 
Regional Victoria, the wider Yarra Valley region and Surf Coast Shire. Focusing on sustainability, innovation and quality, the 
name has been associated with many of Victoria’s luxury home projects. 

The build team at Hedger Constructions places a high value on their relationships with clients, encouraging creative input 
and open communication, with the aim of total client satisfaction
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